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WYATT
Maastricht University
Making (non-)users matter
Over the past 10-15 years, more attention has been paid to
users and also non-users in Science and Technology Studies
(STS) resulting in a variety of case studies in which attention
is given to (non-)users of many different technologies, and
much attention has been given to how users are defined
conceptually. In this lecture, I will review what these case
studies have revealed about our understanding of users. I will
pay particular attention to how users and non-users are
defined methodologically. Methods are ways of putting
together researchers and their instruments, and in STS it is
widely acknowledged that methods shape the nature of the
knowledge generated. Following John Law (2004 – After
Method, Routledge), I argue that different social science
research methods bring different kinds of users into being. As
research about users and non-users continues to develop,
we need to think carefully about the consequences of the
methods we use to study them.

The conference is supported by the Russian Science
Foundation grant (RSF No17-78-20164) “Sociotechnical
barriers of the implementation and use of information
technologies in Russia: sociological analysis”
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KONSTANTIN
GLAZKOV
Sociological Institute of the
FCTAS RAS
Trust, control and
discipline: user experience
of fare payment without
turnstiles

During last 15 years the turnstile system has been operating
in the Moscow ground transportation. In September 2018,
the authorities completely removed turnstiles from salons,
arguing that the passengers began to more consciously
approach to fare payment, which the turnstiles, in fact, taught
them. The task of the study is to show what user experience
has developed during the turnstile system’s existence.
Fare payment is mostly explained by the work of two
principles: trust and control. The principle of trust lies in the
formation of stable relations between passengers and the
carrier, where each side emphasizes interest in each other. The
principle of control implies enhancing the monitoring of fare
payment and the emergence of mechanisms of enforcement
by the carrier.
Arguing the introduction of the turnstile system, the
authorities tried to rely on these principles: on the one hand,
attention was paid to the fact that the turnstiles would allow
to collect more money, including for the purchase of new
vehicles, on the other hand, turnstiles will reduce the number
of free riders.
Omitting some contradictions in these arguments, we will
focus on the description of the work of another principle,
which is poorly taken into account in discussions about the
effectiveness of the turnstile system – discipline.
In December 2017, we observed how passengers use the
turnstile when fare paying through the validator at the front
door. This was the last month of the widespread work of the
turnstiles, starting from January 1, 2019, turnstiles were
removed on 70 routes. We were able to identify that the
passage of the turnstile puts the passenger in an
uncomfortable situation: under pressure from the queue, you
must lean the travel ticket to the validator as fast as possible
and squeeze your bags and children through the turnstile. In
this situation, passengers mainly focus not on what the
validator indicates, but on the need for mechanical scrolling of
the turnstile.
Now, when the turnstiles have already been removed from
all ground transport routes, we observe the absence of an
established habit of conscious interaction with validators.
Passengers, if they are leaning tickets to the validator, often
pay little attention to whether the validator is able to
recognize the ticket and write off the trip.
As a result, we come to the conclusion that there is no
connection between the 15-year functioning of the turnstile
system and the conscious fare payment. Thus, the strategic
interaction between the authorities and passengers
demonstrates that, in addition to the formation of trusting
relationships and control mechanisms, it is important to take
into account the disciplinary component of user experience.
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Due to the orientation of human beings to expectedly
“normal” structure of everyday conversation, which implies
the minimization of pauses between speakers’ turns and the
avoidance of talk overlaps, deviations from this structure often
cause discontent among participants of interaction. In the
case of communication with technical interaction agents
(telephone robots, voice assistants, smart home devices, etc.),
this discontent is expressed more often than in the case of
communication with human beings, one the reason of this
being the perception of technical device as not a full-fledged
interactional partner. The expression of discontent in this case
is often followed by the termination of communication. This
paper will consider what becomes the subject of discontent
in such communications and how people express it. Records
of actual conversations with a telephone robot,
supplemented with some additional materials, will be taken as
the main subject of analysis. I will consider three issues. The
first issue concerns the subject of discontent. Humans may be
dissatisfied with specific aspects of what is happening
(particular words, pauses in conversation, specifics of
pronunciation, overlaps) as well as with the need to interact
with robot in general. In the latter case, one can witness a
systematic rejection of communication with robot in the
course of the whole communication. The second question
concerns the circumstances of the rise and expression of
discontent. In some cases, dissatisfaction may precede the
immediate situation of interaction with the robot, but most
often it is expressed at a certain stage of the conversation. I
will consider the situations in which this expression occurs,
what precedes it, and what follows it. Special attention will be
paid to situations where the user stops communicating after
expressing dissatisfaction. The third question is related to ways
of expressing discontent. Discontent can be communicated
either directly, by curses, oaths, accusations, etc., or indirectly,
by changing the organization of conversation (for example,
intonational characteristics of utterances). Using the analysis
of empirical data, I will try to justify the point that the
expression of discontent in communication with robot is not
a way to “humanize” the technical interaction agent, since the
expression of discontent in this case implies the
“dehumanization” of machine, attribution to it the absence of
certain interactional qualities which are taken into account
when expressing discontent in communication with humans.
.
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ANDREI
KORBUT
NRU Higher School of
Economics
Discontent with Machine:
How People Express Their
Discontent in
Communication with
Robots

Researchers often pay attention to how children use the
Internet. Children as users have a dual status. On the one
hand, they are objects of care from parents, social institutions
and the state. At the same time, children nowadays are called
digital natives, the digital generation. Their user practices are
considered as having something special in them.
But what do parents do? They limit their children’s screen
time. But there also have their own user practices, which
might be quite various. Moreover, children can influence the
practices of parents use.
I address the problems of parents’ usage modes with
mobile gadgets and the Internet. The research is based on
in-depth interviews with mothers of mostly preschoolers
children, as well as ethnographic observations.
The first aim of this study is to reveal how these problems
are arranged by the participants themselves. It turns out that
the use of technology and the Internet is predictably
heterogeneous. Functions associated with community
support are considered to be positive. For example, it works
with taking pictures and chatting in messengers. If these
practices allow to communicate with husband or friends
who are not present in here and now, they are encouraged
by the moms. But the use of a smartphone itself is equivalent
to a bad habit. Just as mothers do not drink alcohol or smoke
in playgrounds, even if they do it in other places, they usually
consider smartphone usage as inappropriate. Restrictions
can be associated with the subjective perception of space or
moment (in such a situation, people talk about spirituality or
soulfulness) or with the possibility of peer pressure (since
mothers in public space are objects of evaluation).
Selectivity in interaction with technologies is peculiar not
only to mothers. But on the example of this social group, I
show what additional properties of the group and the
technology itself (for example, materiality, mobility) can affect
the involvement and standards of technology use.

POLINA
KOLOZARIDI
=NRU Higher School of
Economics, club for internet
and society enthusiasts
Parental mode: why does
a mother become an
unusual user?
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Many technologies are spread not as a result of voluntary
choice of users, but through forcing certain categories of
people to become their users. This is often true for software,
registration systems and databases that store information on
objects (things or people) used in organizations; information
systems and online platforms that allow us to pay for public
transportation, manage our money in the bank, track postal
delivery, apply for documents and send official letters to the
authorities. How do users-under-necessity rationalize their
interaction with technology? The question is twofold. First, we
will look at how rationalization occurs as an account for
technology: how users explain the rationale for the need for
a technology, its advantages, or someone's interests behind
the implementation. Secondly, we will analyze how the very
practice of interaction is rationalized, and what consequences
the involuntary use has. Apart from the radical step - total
rejection of the use and the problems associated with it, there
are users’ ways to adapt and circumvent the inconveniences
imposed by technology. In the paper I dwell on two cases: an
online platform for registering attendees and posting
announcements of events, which is mandatory for anyone
who wants to organize their events on a free site in one of
the Russian cities, as well as a robot operator answering calls
to the city information service. I primarily turn to the
perspective of users to describe their reactions, explanations,
and practices, and also add to the picture the perspective of
people developing these technological solutions and making
decisions about their introduction.
.

ALISA
MAXIMOVA
Sociological Institute of the
FCTAS RAS
Compulsory use and users’
rationalization of it
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Testing in the sphere of information technology is in a sense
a liminal activity. Testers should simultaneously understand
the logic of users (or software product, if we are talking
about autotests) and set tasks for developers, that is, to be a
semantic and technical link. The liminality of this mediation is
associated with vague boundaries and complexity of tasks. In
public, non-professional discourse, testing is most often
associated with simple tasks and low entry threshold, and as
a result - with an easy start for a career of a “real”
programmer. In fact, testing reflects the heterogeneity of the
IT sphere as such: the more extensive and diverse
programming becomes as an activity, the more complex and
“social” the tasks of testers become. The world of IT
continues to expand towards web and mobile development,
which in turn affects testing too. We will present how the
role of the tester is redefined in the changing conditions of
the sphere.

LILIIA
ZEMNUKHOVA
Sociological Institute of the
FCTAS RAS

ALISA
SAMOYLOVA
Testers as users and
professionals
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Media theorists distinguish the roles of those who create
technology, the developers, and the users. What happens
though when we examine IT professionals themselves as
users? How do they conceptualize (non)use of the internet?
What traits of the contemporary internet culture attract IT
professionals or turn them away? In February-May 2018, we
conducted a qualitative research of non-use among Russian IT
professionals. We looked for research participants among
those IT professionals who consciously limit the presence of
technology in their lives or even claim that non-use of
platforms and services popular with their social milieu is not a
limitation but the norm. The interviews revolved around the
informants’ professional and user biographies.
To put it in terms used by UX researchers, we turned to a
group of ‘extreme users’. On the one hand, our informants
hold deep knowledge of the internet technologies and master
the tools used for engaging with those technologies which are
not accessible for non-experts; on the other hand, they tend
to distance themselves from internet technologies in
non-professional settings. While examining motivations and
practices of non-use, we learned that all the disruptions our
research participants experience when using the internet
should not be studied in isolation from the cultural, social and
political contexts the relationship between people and
technology is embedded into. In our conference paper, we will
address the following questions: How do our informants
construct their self-image as users and as experts and what
constitutes the boundary between these two roles; what
criteria do IT professionals employ to distinguish themselves
from the ‘naive user’ who does not possess expert
knowledge.

ELLI
PONOMAREVA
European University
at St. Petersburg

ANNA
SHCHETVINA
NRU Higher School of
Economics
Between the user and the
expert: user identity
construction among Russian
IT professionals
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Technology development and technology science are
perceived ad masculine domain. Studies around the world
show that women are minority in tech professions. The same
is true for education starting from secondary school, where
children get to choose their track. In a study initiated by
JetBrains company we asked 20 teachers at math lyceums
(elite secondary schools with specialization in maths, physics
and informatics) explain the gender imbalance. Vast majority
(16 out of 20) of explanations we received referred to
scientific “facts”: statistical patterns, biological and
psychological particularities of sexes. In my talk I suggest an
explanation of popularity of scientific argumentation in
discussions about gender, showing its work as a resource for
co-construction of gender and technology.

DARIA
KHOLODOVA
Independent
researcher
Tech Education and
Gender: Can Everyone
Become a Tech Specialist?
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Just a decade ago, customer experience research was not
so popular in the corporate environment and was more
like a supporting data for other marketing research. Within
recent years, a ongoing feedback from customers is
becoming more and more important and essential. In order
to study client, customer and consumer experience
corporate anthropology methods, previously less common
for business, are applied widely.
Recently, there has been an increase in the number of
publications and references to business anthropology,
corporate anthropology in academic periodicals. Specialized
journals, such as “International Journal of Business
Anthropology”, actively publish articles on anthropology
research practical aspect. Anthropology courses are
included into MBA programs in the top business schools, in
Columbia Business School in particular. At the practical
level, on the one hand, companies are becoming more and
more focused on receiving a constant feedback from
consumers about the product, on the other hand, on
studying social trends, understanding the consumer cultural
context, and the development of empathy. Corporate
anthropology is evolving due to businesses’ growing need
for adapting to rapid changes in society, and academic
anthropologists provide new to business research
methodologies. Corporations are reforming the marketing
research system and recruit anthropologists; they use
anthropological ad hoc researches to study consumers’
experience, corporate culture and change management.
Thus, there is a democratization of scientific knowledge and
application of new approaches to solving business
questions linked to consumer experience. For digital
products the considering of consumer experience is mostly
obligatory in the business model "by default" because
without a convenient interface users are likely to reject a
product or service. However, from larger and less flexible
business (such as Retail or FMCG) perspective the
development of empathy and collecting of ongoing
feedback from consumer is an expensive task that requires
effort and does not provide an immediate business effect.
Nevertheless, the anthropological approach to business
has already gained relevance and is implemented in
marketing, communications and branding, prototypes
development and product design, service design,
organization climate study, organization design, and for
solving other tasks. In the report given the author examines
how consumer experience research interacts with business
processes system by the example of several case studies.

.
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EVGENIYA
KOROTCHENKO
Independent
researcher
Change management for
the consumer-centric
business: democratization
of corporate research

LIDIA
YATLUK

Usually, user experience researchers work with an
experienced user: he knows what and how to control, where
to look for and what he can expect in the next moment. VR
applications UX studies are faced with the problem of the
first immersion of a test subject in a virtual space.
My goal was to find how the experience shifts and
constructs from a beginner to an experienced user, what
changes in a description and a perception of an experience.
As a theoretical framework, I used the Chicago school
empirical constructivism, primarily works of Howard S.
Becker.
The study was based on the materials of three UX studies
of corporate training VR-applications: Preparation of a
bioreactor, Combustion of petroleum products and Service
inspection of the car. The sampling includes people 20-50
years old with different experiences of using virtual reality. I
used user experience questionnaires (SUS and NASA-TLX),
interviews, and videos. The conditions for novices and
experienced users were the same.
In describing the process of passing and the difficulties,
novices more often used expressions related to
convenience, recognition of the subject or clarity of the task,
experienced users often referred to technical concepts –
image resolution, interface control, movement method.
Experienced users often made a distinction between their
own error and a "bug", they described every task through the
difference between these options. Their terminology is
simplified and standardized.
Novices exaggerated their success in an interview, they
spoke with more joy about general impression. The subjects,
who used VR for the second and third time, described VR
application through past experience and in opposition to it.
The most interesting observation in the study was the
difference in voice instruction experience – novices felt that
they did not have time for them or missed them, while
experienced users quietly followed them and had time to
grasp intonations of specific replicas.
The results of the research are, first of all, methodological
decisions about working with virtual reality novices.

Modum Lab
Ready Player One:
a construction of virtual
reality experience
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Due to the general course on environmental management
and the development of energy-saving technologies, one of
the main policies pursued in European countries is the
promotion of ‘green economy’. Global warming has caused a
significant change in the consumer ideology of developed
countries: the population is actively switching to the ‘green
technologies’, choosing car-sharing and electric cars in
particular. Until now, there are little research has been done
on factors that influence an individual’s intention to adopt
new transport technologies at Russia. The aim of this study is
to identify personal characteristics influenced on the intention
to try electric cars and car-sharing technology in Russia. We
used data collected in 2015 as part of the next wave of
Monitoring Survey of Innovative Behavior of the Population
held by National Research University Higher School of
Economics.
The project ‘Monitoring of Innovation Behavior of the
Population’ is implemented by the Institute of Statistical Studies
and Economics of Knowledge of the NRU HSE and is part of the
HSE Basic Research Program. The main purpose of monitoring is
the analysis of indicators of the perception of science, technology
and innovation, the distribution of innovative practices in
households, skills for innovation, perception and other factors of
the innovative behavior of the population of Russia.
Website: https://www.hse.ru/monitoring/innpeople/.

ALENA
NEFEDOVA
NRU Higher School
of Economics
Early users of new transport
technologies in Russia
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The self-driving cars are still in testing all over the world.
The main problems associated with technical problems,
rather than user. However, today researchers are talking
about the problems of users that can be fatal for this
technology: ranging from physiological (motion sickness,
panic attacks) and psychological (claustrophobia, frustration
from lack of control) to socio-cultural (change in driving style,
transformation of attitude to a vehicle etc.). In addition, an
important question - and who today need autonomous
vehicles, which many companies and governments around
the world are trying to answer. Incorrect positioning of this
technology may result in the fact that it may have a lot of
opponents and, as a result, it will become very marginal and
will not be worth the money spent on it.
At that time, while computer scientists are involved in
technical issues, social scientists in various fields are mainly
investigating potential users of the self-driving vehicles.
However, the main problem in these studies is how to
investigate a user of a technology that has not yet completely
developed? Different disciplines give their own answers to
this question. The anthropologists of technology emphasize
practices. They believe that if the practice of mobility changes,
it is therefore necessary to examine how people drive and
build relationships with the car today. Social psychologists
focus on simulations: the user is asked to take a ride on a
quasi-pilotless car or go through simulation tracks, and the
user's behavior is analyzed as if it were a real situation.
Sociologists develop projective questions of public interest
and factors that most attract future potential users.
In my report I will talk in detail about these areas and note
the advantages and disadvantages of each of them.

NIKOLAY
RUDENKO
Sociological Institute of the
FCTAS RAS
Enacting a user of the
self-driving car
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Worldwide, call centers often work as information services.
However, their functions are not confined to merely providing
information. They often play the role of public speakers,
representing state agencies and companies. This role imposes
severe limits on the kinds of information call centers can
deliver to the public and the ways of its delivery, since being
conveyed in a wrong way, information may be harmful to
companies’ or the government’s public image.
All the restrictions result in the fact that communication in
call centers often represents “institutional talk” (Heritage,
1998) where the communicators’ roles and resources are
shaped by the requirements of organizations. Operators of
call centers are generally required to use special language, for
example legal jargon, to provide information to callers. The
distinctive logic also affects the digital information systems
used by call operators limiting their resources to answer
callers' requests.
Since most of the callers have limited or no ability to speak
the formal institutional language, the use of special language
creates the imbalance of knowledge between the participants
of conversation. This poses a problem of “translation” from
mundane to institutional language and vice versa which call
operators have to take care of. Given the limited amount of
resources available to them, is not surprising that the
translation turns out to be a complicated and often
unsuccessful endeavor.
Using conversational analysis to approach the phone calls
recorded in a large call centers in Russia, we aim to
demonstrate where the barriers to the successful operation
of call centers arise and how they are dealt with. In our
presentation, we are going to focus on the following
questions: how the procedure of translation works; when the
communication breakdowns occur; and what consequences
do they have for further interaction.

ARTYOM
REINYUK
“Public opinion”
Foundation

KRISTINA
POPOVA
NRU Higher School
of Economics
Barriers in institutional
communication in a
call-center
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Independent
researcher

What assumptions does UX research build on? Often, the
UX-researcher becomes the conductor of common sense in
the study, and allows himself to do it quite consciously. When
wri What assumptions does UX research build on? Often,
the UX-researcher becomes the conductor of common
sense in the study, and allows himself to do it quite
consciously. When writing a script for testing, researchers
often use assumptions like “I know who my user is,” “I think
as a user,” “I look at the interface from a user's point of view.”
At the same time, it is not always the negative influence of
common sense that is saved by the generation of hypotheses
using quantitative data (meaning an approach in which the
quantitative data of previous studies form the basis of
hypotheses for UX research).
ting a script for testing, researchers often use assumptions
like “I know who my user is,” “I think as a user,” “I look at the
interface from a user's point of view.” At the same time,
generation of hypotheses using quantitative data is not a
panacea (meaning an approach in which the quantitative
data of previous studies form the basis of hypotheses for UX
research).
The use of these assumptions can affect how we get the
data and how we interpret them. Certainly, interpretation
through common sense takes place, but in this report the
author would like to challenge its currently dominant
position in practical UX research. The author plans to show
how interpretation through common sense does not allow
us to talk about the sequence of data from different studies
and how it can redistribute weights between problems,
turning some of them into critical ones, and others into
insignificant ones.
In a situation of interpretative fragmentation, borrowing
stable epistemological optics from sociology and philosophy
can be a way out. As such optics can be used, for example,
the theory of affordances. It should be noted that any optics
has its limitations. An attempt to find the most “profitable” to
conduct the most complete (revealed most of the
problems) UX-research is the scientific interest of the author
of the report. The report will outline the solutions that the
author has come to and which will allow inscribing and
supplementing common sense as a concept prevailing at the
moment in UX research.

Common sense or
theory: who wins UX
research
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As a person who have recently migrated (or gained double
citizenship) from academic research environment to applied,
commercial research – namely, the field of usability testing, I
want to reflect on what user experience at the UX lab
consists of, and how the limitation of the UT-procedure
actually work.
The genre of my speech is (auto) ethnography, the
moments in my experience, when I “slip”, what comes across
as “strange” to me, makes me ask questions or causes doubts.
There are five starting points for the observations:
- in what way UT-moderator influences the participant, and
vice versa? How power and expertise are shared in this kind
of relationship? Who is a leader, and who is being led?
- how user experience is being transformed due to the
existing temporal limitations which are usually set when the
test is conducted? In what way it potentially affects further
product development?
- usability testing scenario: narrative vs. fragmentation; what
forms the logic of users task flow? Should the digital product
be thought of as a holistic narrative?
- what is the meaning of real life context for the success of
usability testing, or Is it possible for a user to work only on
one task at a time
The overall question is like follows: what kind of user
experience is produced by the conditions of standard
usability testing?

ANNA
PAUKOVA
Independent
researcher
On ecology of usability
experience inside usability
testing lab
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The report will present the results of user’s comparison for
Moscow Petanque Federation logo, obtained by different
versions of pairwise comparison method. 4 versions of logo
comparisons were used:
• simultaneous presentation of all logos with subsequent
assessment of each individually on a scale
• presentation of 2 objects (with repetitions)
• simple ranking of objects when they are presented
simultaneously
• Schulz ranking
According to our expectations, the comparison results will
differ in all cases due to the limited amount of user’s
attention and differences in the perception of objects
presented simultaneously and in pairs. The obtained results
are supposed to be used further in evaluating the interfaces
of web sites and mobile applications.
All authors: Gribkova O.A. (HSE), Kozlov K.S. (HSE),
Savchenko N.V.(HSE), Islamova A.A. (Usabilitylab), Altabaeva
O.S. (Usabilitylab), Kulikova A.A. (Usabilitylab), Silaev D.V.
(Usabilitylab), Gorbunova E.S. (HSE)

OLGA
GRIBKOVA
NRU Higher School
of Economics

ЕLENA
GORBUNOVA
NRU Higher School
of Economics
Comparison of Design
Evaluation Techniques
in UX-research
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In the writings of James Scott and Michel de Certo we can
find an ontology, in which there is a specific gap between the
organization and the user. This gap is determined either by the
mismatch between the abstract official knowledge and local
knowledge of users, or by the practices of evading users from
official decisions. At the same time, UX / UI specialists aim to
ensure has a ontological gap between the user and the
product. The report presents the preliminary results of a
study of user design practices in the Russian UX / UI. The
study is based on materials from 20 interviews that were
taken from specialists of different ranks, different professional
and educational backgrounds engaged in user research. In
general, UX / UI is characterized as an area of uncertainty, in
which normalization procedures can also be detected.
Approaches to the user and the user's image is determined
by the professional background and professional structure of
the organization. In one way or another, analytics, product
designers, designers and UX researchers are involved in
searching for the user. Regarding the search for a user for
research, a significant part of the hypotheses and solutions is
based on the experience of the researcher. Users are also
recruited in the organization itself or attracted through
professional recruitment agencies. At the same time, there are
different practices of “cleaning” and normalizing users.
Uncertainty in user involvement is counterbalanced by
attempts to create a user classification.

DENIS
SIVKOV
Sociological Institute of the
FCTAS RAS
Sandbox and bread crumbs:
UХ in search of its user
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In the situation of formation of a global media landscape
User Studies stand before the problem of polymedia.
Different platforms or media need not be studied in isolation,
but as a network and interaction. On the one hand, it is
impossible to study platforms or media only within national
boundaries, on the other, the use of media is an element of
socially defined activity and an integral part of everyday life,
which is determined by the world-view and the ethos. It’s
necessary to raise the question of the theoretical
foundations of polymedia research of the activities and
attitudes of users in different regions of the globe. In my
opinion, Postcolonial Studies provide an adequate basis for
solving this problem. Modern Postcolonial Studies clarify the
nature and character of the asymmetrical power relations of
the Western world and non-European regions, explore the
hybrid character of the non-European regions and the
specificity of the identity of their residents. As part of
postcolonial research, not only is the influence of new power
relations on the formation of the global situation explicated
and a specific subaltern empowerment of discursive identity
revealed, but methodological nationalism is overcome. The
categories of critical analysis which are developed in
Postcolonial Studies can help User Studies uncover the
mechanisms and practices of influence and interaction of
user cultures, identifying the determining power of
hegemonic cultures on one side, and on the other side,
examining the standardization of self-representation of
various kinds of communities that until recently were
considered dependent or marginal.

JULIA
GAFAROVA
Belarusian State University
(Minsk)
Postcolonial Approach in
User Studies: Theoretical
Foundations
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The figure of the user, considered as a phenomenon of
digital culture, is problematic not only because of the
complexities of handling the concepts of “using”, but also
because to understand it, it is necessary to consider the
history of interaction that developed in previous periods on
the fields of experimental science and art. Experimental
science was formed through the specific attitude of the new
language — new technical tools — new practices, on which
the methods of producing knowledge — and more generally
— experience depend.
A similar situation is observed in the art of avant-garde with
its installation on the experiment and the search for a new
language, as well as a specific mode of "imitation of machines".
The performative turn in art, expressed in the practice of
happenings, conceptualism and computer art, which came
during the period after World War II, coincided with the
formation of a culture of personal computers, user interfaces,
decentralized communications, that is, the emergence of
human-computer grammar.
The graphical user interface (GUI) defines not only the
WIMP standard, but also a kind of behavioral canon, closely
related to the design strategies of user behavior. The test
modes in which the user exists are directly correlated with
the problem of knowledge production: being daily in a
situation when invisible experiments are performed on you,
the user, without knowing it or not, is transferred to the
dispersed digital laboratory in the form of a test subject. The
using becomes ambivalent and contradirectional.
Media art works not so much with objects as with dynamic
software environments and it develops specific
epistemological and aesthetic procedures for designing a
situation, welded, on the one hand, with experimental
humanities, and on the other hand, with UX-design, whose
task is to simulate user behavior to achieve specific applied
results. In the course of the report, we will try to show with
examples from the history of experimental humanities and
media art how to indicate the position of the subject and
how it relates to the figure of user.

EUGENIA
SAMOSTIENKO
The Lobachevsky State
University of Nizhny
Novgorod
The User in the zone of
uncertainty: between
scientific experimentation
and design of situations in
media art
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The methodology of sociological research, not mediated by
digital technologies, should take some social and
psychological factors which should have influence on the
results. For example it is the influence of observer or
interviewer, the correctness of tools, etc. In research
methodology of digital sociology it is also necessary to take
into account the influence of digital environment on user. The
entire set of social, psychological, hardware, software, visual
external conditions can be called a decision-making interface.
Under this “press” of the impact of external factors, it is
important to consider the questions about user free will and
relevance of “suggested” behavior patterns. In connection
with identified problem of researching user behavior,
problems arise: 1) going beyond the laboratory frameworks
for obtaining data; 2) need to monitor the "natural" user
behavior. The report will describe attempts to solve these
problems and identify interface influences on user behavior.

TATYANA
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Department store TSUM
Several cases of modeling
user interface making
decisions
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The question of "what is technology" important not only for
social theory but also for users of technology. For them, it is
practical – what kind of work should an actor, as a user of
technology, do in order to successfully interact with it? In this
perspective, the technology is not an algorithm of actions, a
program or a chipset, but an interaction agent, the features of
which are determined and specified in the process of
interaction. Being a user, as well as technology, is a situational
achievement that requires work. The user’s work is to
formulate their actions to technology. The way of formulating
actions is specific to a specific technology and a specific
interaction situation. The subject of my interest is how the
users of a telephone robot operating at a call center of a large
Russian city formulate their actions.
Some of the calls to this center, randomly selected, are
replied by the robot. The caller does not know anything about
the robot, he or she is not informed about how the robot
operates. After the welcome message, from which the caller
finds out that he/she will be served by the robot and receives
the instruction (“Please clearly formulate your question and
speak after the beep”), the caller is faced with the question of
“what to and how I can say” so that the robot recognizes
what was said. The instruction – “clearly formulate your
question” – does not solve this problem of uncertainty, but, to
a certain extent, enhances it. What does it mean ‘clearly’?
Does this imply ‘in detail’ or ‘briefly’?
In this situation of uncertainty, the caller somehow forms the
action (request) and this becomes a test or a trial for what
this robot is. If the caller is successful, the robot works just like
this. If not, the phrase is reformulated and this is a new round
of the “trial”. However, the robot forces the caller to
reformulate his or her request (or a part of it) but does not
explain what the caller did wrong or how to reformulate the
utterance. Accordingly, the reformulation of the request also
occurs in the situation of uncertainty.
In the report, I will analyze the methods of formulation and
reformulation a request that callers use.
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Internet is constantly shaping various spheres of individuals’
social
lives:
challenging
friendship,
work-related
communication and romantic relationships. With this shift
occurring, individuals adapt to new formats of
computer-mediated interaction, which thus influence their
perceptions and attitudes. In the inquiry author focus on
online-dating application, Tinder, providing the results of
case-study carried out in 2016-2017.
Driven by the affordance theory, the study summaries
mutual influence of technology, traditions and social practices
on online dating in modern Russia. Hither authors distinguish
three steps of online dating: profile creation, search for and
online interaction with prospective partner. All three steps
appear in the mediated environment, differ from
conventional dating practices and appear to be heavily
dependent on the previous user experience. Therefore, the
research question was raised: to what extend does the
technology affect practices of the online romantic
relationship formation and how do individuals respond to
the mediated environment in such interaction. To answer the
research question, authors conducted content-analysis of
400 user profiles followed by 12 in-depth interviews with
application users.
The first part outlined main self-presentation strategies,
adapted with the limited number of tools to create
self-image. Interviews clarify intentions and attitudes of users
to the specific features of application. Tinder, due to the
distinguishing set of affordances, is seen mostly as a platform
to meet prospective sexual and romantic partners. Thus, it is
noteworthy, how individuals comprehend and respond to
such affordances, by adapting their communication practices
in mediated environment. In the discussion, authors argue on
usage patterns and barriers.
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From 1998 to 2006 in Tomsk there has been a Tonet, a
city-based segment of an internet. Sites and services which
were located in Tomsk were almost free for Tomsk citizens. So
the citizens of Tomsk used local sites mostly. At the same time,
the Tonet was connected to an internet, it wasn’t an intranet.
This allows us to call Tonet «a Narrow Web» by an analogy
with the World Wide Web. We are wondering to know what
was the specificity of use of Tonet. How citizens of Tomsk used
sites and services on a city scale? Did they try to get access to
the «big Internet» or, on the contrary, preferred to be in the
city network? To find out it, we conduct semi-structured
interviews with users, analyse media publications and archival
copies of Tomsk sites using web history methods.
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Internet penetration into the Russian village is not
completed yet, but not only different types of its users can be
identified, but also non-users - villagers who refuse the
Internet for one reason or another.
The report is based on 40 in-depth semi-structured
interviews with residents of the village of Glazok, Tambov
region. The study was conducted by a group of students
together with researchers from the National Research
University Higher School of Economics in September 2018.
Were interviewed villagers of different age groups. The
interview was conducted with informants who constantly
use the Internet and those who deliberately refuse to use it.
Based on this data, a classification of users and non-users is
proposed according to their attitude to the Internet and
usage practices .
We also want to discuss the methodological problems of
studying users and non-users in the village, in particular, the
problem of perception of technology in general: do our
informants perceive technology as separate one or do not
separate it from the rest of their life world.
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Many features of Internet users can be studied in mass
sociological polls. It is especially important for the Internet
penetration into population of states, areas, administrative
regions, settlements, etc.); social groups with certain
characteristics (sex, age, education, level of income, etc.);
employed in different branches of economy, and using certain
technologies; etc. Similar surveys have to be conducted with
representative sampling design for considered territorial and
social groups, that limits possibilities to study some social
groups and types of their employment.
On the other hand, to realize a representative poll of users
directly in the Internet is also represented as very
complicated.
The results presented in this message have been received
from the first wave of the European Generations and Gender
Survey carried out in Belarus in 2017 (in Russia three waves
of the RiDMiZh/РиДМиЖ have been realized in 2005-2011).
One of the questions let as study the remote work which is
carried out by Internet. The question was about if the
respondents ever work from home including use of the
Internet, check e-mail for work, and phone calls connected
them with their work. This question was asked to more than
6 000 employed respondents. Then 915 (15,8 %) of them
answered “yes, not less than twice a week”, and 640 (11,1 %)
others answered “yes, but less than two times a week”. And
remaining respondents answered “no, never”.
The obtained data allow us to carry out comparative
analysis of remote employment by sex, age, education,
residence, family composition and children, and satisfaction in
their life and work.
If the Belarusian sociologists will manage to carry out the
second wave of the longitudinal Generations and Gender
Survey in 2020 or 2021, they will have an opportunity to
track dynamics and stability of remote employment in various
social groups.
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The word "use" is not without its own meaning. It influences
how we understand the relationship between people and
technology, where we draw this boundary: human /
technology, how we operationalize and what we study. We
propose to discuss all these three problems and to
understand what alternatives exist and whether they are
possible for researchers: How does the concept “use” affect
our understanding of human-technology interaction? Is there
an alternative? How and why, as researchers, we draw the
line between human and technology? Do we reflect this
power of the researcher? What approaches do we use to
study and what can a change in optics give, for example, if we
study disengagement, not use? We assume that we can talk
about the game, study, friendship, cooperation, and each of
these concepts will differ from the “use”, which is not a
generalization of these concepts. But what do we gain and
what do we lose by refusing the word “user” or accepting it?

DISCUSSION
What are interactions between
users and technology?
Participants: Polina Kolozaridi, Egor Efremov, Andrey
Korbut, Elena Gorbunova, Nikolay Rudenko
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